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I. BACKGROUND &  PERSONAL INTEREST 
 My name is Jonathan Corbett, and I am a U.S. citizen over the age of 18 residing in the 

State of Florida.  I attended Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, a leading engineering and science 

university in New York, and presently own a technology consulting firm.  My work has included 

designing and deploying technology solutions – including imaging devices – for the largest non-

federal counterterrorism agency in the country: the New York Police Department’s 

Counterterrorism Bureau. 

 I am also a “frequent flyer,” having flown on hundreds of flights since the TSA’s 

inception shortly after the terror attacks of September 11th, 2001.  Since the TSA began use of 

“nude body scanners1” and “enhanced pat-downs2” in 2010, I have been at the forefront of 

those seeking to petition their government to end both practices, having filed the first federal 

lawsuit seeking review of the constitutionality on November 16th, 20103.  I have been ejected 

from TSA checkpoints on three occasions for merely refusing to allow a government employee 

to touch my genitals4.  I have also used my technical and security background to study aviation 

security, and on March 7th, 2012, I published research documenting that the TSA’s new invasive 

procedures make our skies more vulnerable to terrorism, not less5.  My research was covered 

by international media, and I presented my findings to members of the United States Congress 

on May 22nd, 20126. 

 In addition to my first-hand experience, as a result of my work, I have heard from 

thousands of individuals affected by TSA abuse: by e-mail, by phone, by letter, and in person.  

These communications are often times heartbreaking, from stories of how grandchildren will 

never see grandparents or Disney World because parents do not want government hands in the 

pants of their children, to stories of searches that meet the legal definition of rape.  I have also 

spoken candidly with several TSA employees who have detailed their knowledge of TSA abuse 

and the ineffectiveness of the present invasive security procedures7.  It is based on my 

                                                      
1
 A “nude body scanner” is a device that creates an image of a traveler beneath his or her clothing by use of 

electromagnetic radiation.  The image may be reviewed manually by a human or via an automated system.  The 
TSA has referred to this technology as “Whole Body Imaging” and “Advanced Imaging Technology.” 
2
 An “enhanced pat-down,” which the TSA now, in true Orwellian-form, refers to as a “standard pat-down,” 

involves the touching of the traveler’s genitals, buttocks, and breasts through clothing, as well as placing the hands 
of the searcher inside the waistband of the traveler’s pants. 
3
 Corbett v. United States, 10-CV-24106 (S.D.F.L.) 

4
 http://tsaoutofourpants.wordpress.com/?s=kicked+out 

5
 http://tsaoutofourpants.wordpress.com/2012/03/06/1b-of-nude-body-scanners-made-worthless-by-blog-how-

anyone-can-get-anything-past-the-tsas-nude-body-scanners/ 
6
 http://tsaoutofourpants.wordpress.com/2012/05/05/jonathan-corbett-to-present-nude-body-scanner-failures-

to-congress-file-us-supreme-court-petition-on-may-22nd/ 
7
 http://tsaoutofourpants.wordpress.com/2012/04/10/tsa-admits-1b-nude-body-scanner-fleet-worthless/ 
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experience as a technical and security expert, as a frequent flyer, as a civil rights advocate, and 

as the recipient of the first-hand accounts of others that I provide this comment to you today. 

 

II. ARGUMENT AGAINST ADOPTION OF THE PROPOSED 

REGULATION 
 For the purposes of the TSA’s accounting of comments and response thereto, each of 

the 15 subsections that are a part of Section II of this document is a distinct and separate 

reason for which the proposed regulation should not be adopted. 

 

A. NUDE BODY SCANNERS SHOULD NOT BE IMPLEMENTED 

BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT NARROWLY TAILORED TO THE 

GOVERNMENT ’S INTEREST IN AVIATION SECURITY  
 The government’s interest in conducting searches at aviation security checkpoints under 

the administrative search doctrine is limited to finding “weapons, explosives, and incendiaries8” 

(“WEI”).  A search intended to find evidence of “general criminality” – drugs, child pornography, 

evidence of forgery, etc. – cannot be upheld under the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution. 

 Despite this, the #1 prosecution as a result of checkpoint searches is for the possession 

of drugs.  The TSA argues that if it finds contraband incident to a search for WEI, that it may 

report the findings to local law enforcement, and the evidence may be used against travelers in 

criminal proceedings.  However, this argument fails when it comes to the nude body scanners 

because they have intentionally casted a net wider than necessary to accomplish their limited 

search for WEI. 

 Consider, for example, if the TSA began using bomb-sniffing dogs that also “happened to 

be” trained in the detection of drugs, and then the TSA directed that all passengers must 

undergo a “sniff search” before proceeding through a checkpoint.  It would be obvious, in this 

circumstance, that the TSA intentionally conducted a search beyond their lawful authority. 

 Why is it, then, that the TSA does not grasp that imaging every inch of a traveler’s body 

is similarly not a search narrowly tailored to aviation security?  A comparison of the nude body 

scanners to any other technology in use by the TSA makes this point more obvious.  Traditional 

                                                      
8
 See U.S. v. Aukai, No. 04-10226 (9

th
 Cir. 2007) 
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metal detectors search only for metals, which are common components in nearly every item – 

and realistically every practical item9 – that may be used to cause mass destruction aboard an 

aircraft.  Explosive trace detection systems search only for nitrates and other compounds 

commonly found in explosives.  Even the x-ray systems in use for baggage screening are 

designed to highlight items based on density, thus making it much less likely a screener will 

notice a personal use-sized bag of cocaine and much more likely that a screener will notice 

PETN concealed within a box of cookies. 

 Absent peering inside of our bodies – which many concerned with the TSA fear is the 

next step if the TSA continues to propose overly intrusive regulations like this one without 

being checked by the courts, the legislature, and the people – the TSA could not, in fact, 

conduct a more overly-broad search of the bodies of travelers. 

 While it may be tempting for some to look away – to ignore the constitutional rights – of 

drug traffickers and child pornographers, the overbroadness of the nude body scanners finds 

much more than evidence of non-aviation security-related criminality.  The nude body scanners 

also reveal body deformities, whether a woman is menstruating, the size of one’s genitalia, etc., 

while no other type of TSA search (save for the enhanced pat-downs introduced alongside the 

nude body scanners) would.  Even if the nude body scanners are reviewed by machine rather 

than by the visual inspection of a TSA screener, any of these “anomalies” can trigger an alert by 

the nude body scanners, resulting in the TSA now demanding not just to see, but to touch, a 

body deformity, a feminine hygiene product, and yes, even the genitals of travelers10.  This type 

of search is humiliating, demeaning, and below the care that we expect our government to take 

when it is interacting with the general public. 

 

B. NUDE BODY SCANNERS SHOULD NOT BE IMPLEMENTED 

BECAUSE THEY ARE INEFFECTIVE FOR THEIR INTENDED 

PURPOSE  
 

                                                      
9
 The TSA often discusses tiny, nonmetallic explosives that they claim can take down a commercial jetliner.  

However, such assertions are always vague and supported by no study.  The amount of high explosive necessary to 
cause structural damage to an aircraft sufficient to cause it to crash, when considering any substance that may 
reasonably be accessible to terrorists (for example, PETN) is not thimble-sized, and still requires a detonator to 
activate.  The TSA often cites “the underwear bomber” as an example of why we need nude body scanners, but the 
explosives he carried were sufficient only to mutilate his genitals in a fire that must surely have been horrific for 
him, but was not even close to sufficient to threaten the safety of the aircraft. 
10

 See “Man With World’s Largest Penis Frisked by TSA at California Airport,” The Huffington Post, 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/07/16/jonah-falcon-largest-penis-frisked-by-tsa_n_1675767.html 
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1. NUDE BODY SCANNERS ARE EASILY CIRCUMVENTED  

 In 2012, I conducted research into the efficacy of the nude body scanners as 

implemented by the TSA.  My goal was to determine whether it was possible to conceal an item 

on my person that would not be detected by the operator of either of the two types of nude 

body scanners employed by the TSA, and, if it was possible, how difficult would it be to do so. 

After studying technical documents released by nude body scanner manufacturers and 

third-party researchers, principles of physics relating to transmission of electromagnetic 

radiation, and interviews with technical experts, as well as engaging in conversations nude body 

scanner manufacturers and operators of similar technologies used in the medical field, I 

hypothesized several means by which an item could be concealed such that it would not be 

detected by TSA nude body scanners. 

Of these hypotheses, I selected the easiest to implement for testing.  This particular 

hypothesis relies on the fact that nude body scanners work by firing beams of electromagnetic 

radiation and measuring the returned radiation that is “reflected” off the target to be searched.  

Less dense material, such as skin and fabric, reflect the radiation at a different rate than more 

dense materials, such as metal11.  The image is generated by contrasting the reflection rate of 

the target to the reflection rate of the “background” behind the target. 

The problem taken advantage of by my hypothesis is that if an object reflected the 

beams at the same rate as the background, they would be indistinguishable from the 

background.  Most metals match the reflection of the background, meaning if a metal object 

were placed in a nude body scanner by itself, it would be entirely invisible.  In order for a metal 

object to be visible, it must be placed against a background that is less dense, such as a human 

body.  Therefore, my hypothesis was that metal attached to the sides of one’s body, rather than 

directly in front, would not be detectable. 

I first tested my hypothesis on March 3rd, 2012 at Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood 

International Airport.  With a metal box simply placed in a pocket on my clothing at the very 

side of my body, I entered a Rapiscan Backscatter X-Ray nude body scanner and passed through 

without detection of the metal box.  I repeated my testing on March 4th, 2012 at Cleveland 

Hopkins International Airport, where I entered a L-3 Millimeter Wave Scanner with Automated 

Target Recognition, and again passed through without detection of the box. 

While the box I carried was empty, it would have made no difference to the experiment 

if it had been filled with C-4.  My conclusion from my testing is that: 1) it is possible to conceal 

                                                      
11

 This is a simplification of the technology; there is a strong correlation between density and reflection, but 
density is not the sole factor in determining the reflection of a material. 
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an item through both types of TSA nude body scanner, and 2) almost no effort is, and no special 

materials are, required to do so. 

It should be pointed out that while no security technology is infallible, no other 

technology is so easily defeated.  Passing significant quantities of metal through a metal 

detector is, by the laws of electromagnetics, impossible without building your own 

sophisticated electromagnet to precisely counter the EM forces present in the magnetometer.  

Likewise, carrying significant quantities of explosive without having detectable trace residue on 

your hands sufficient to alarm an explosive trace detection system would be a task that is not 

only difficult, but would require ownership of a 5-figure, difficult-to-obtain explosive trace 

detector in order to study one’s techniques.  Beating a nude body scanner requires, quite 

simply, strapping a tin can to your body. 

 

2. NUDE BODY SCANNERS HAVE AN ABSURDLY HIGH FALSE POSITIVE RATE  

In addition to events where the scanners do not detect what they should (“false-

negatives”), the nude body scanners have a false-positive rate that has been estimated at 

anywhere from 40% - 75%12.  When an “anomaly” is found on a nude body scan, a pat-down is 

used to resolve it.  Without pat-downs, the scanners cannot continue because there would be 

no way to deal with the constant barrage of false-positives.  

 

3. THE TSA  HAS CONDUCTED NO MEANINGFUL COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS ,  

AND THIRD-PARTY COST/BENEFIT ANALYSES CONCLUDE THAT NUDE 

BODY SCANNERS ARE A WASTE  

Any measure of efficacy should include a cost/benefit analysis.  Nude body scanners are 

by far the most expensive technology ever proposed by the TSA.  Including installation, 

retrofitting of security checkpoint lanes, training, and near-term maintenance costs, each nude 

body scanner costs the taxpayer in the range of mid-6 figures, meaning the program in its 

entirety is on the order of a $1 billion investment already.   Compare to low 4-figures for a 

magnetometer and low 5-figures for an explosive trace detector. 

The notice issued by the TSA indicates that all of the “benefits” of AIT are 

“unquantified,” thus rendering their analysis entirely useless, since there is no way to 

objectively compare the price tag of the operation to what the taxpayer gets from the 

operation.  The TSA also fails to consider unquantified costs, in the form, for example, of 

                                                      
12

 http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/high-false-alarm-rate-tsa-body-scanners-raises-questions 
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emotional distress inflicted on travelers and additional deaths as travelers avoid an abusive TSA 

at the airport and take to the roads, a far more dangerous mode of transportation.  There are 

also other quantifiable costs to travelers, such as delays and lost business due to unwillingness 

to utilize air travel.  I personally have experienced direct costs as a result of having to travel 

using different airports to avoid being forced to submit to abusive screening procedures. 

In order to calculate cost/benefit, the relevant question at hand is essentially: if we 

didn’t purchase the body scanners, how many more terrorist attacks would occur, and what is 

the cost of a terror attack?   

While it may seem impossible or insensitive to calculate a monetary cost of the deaths 

of Americans at the hands of terrorists, for the purposes of a cost/benefit analysis, one can 

compare the “cost per life saved” of a safety or security measure to other such measures to 

determine where money should be spent.  That is, if installing $1,000,000 worth of car seatbelts 

would save 25 lives on average, while giving $1,000,000 to the Department of Homeland 

Security to save lives would result in less than 1 life saved on average, the money should go to 

seatbelts and not to the DHS. 

Dr. Sommer Gentry, Ph.D and Mathematics Professor at the United States Naval 

Academy, conducted just such an analysis.  Her results are astounding: in order for nude body 

scanners to be cost effective they would need to prevent 2 or 3 terrorists attacks the size of 

9/11 each year.  Her analysis assumes better-than-realistic efficacy for the nude body scanners. 

While her cost/benefit analysis does not consider the unquantified costs described 

above, Dr. Gentry also made an effort at quantifying a part of those costs as well: additional 

deaths due to travelers avoiding air transportation.  Her conclusion here is equally astounding: 

hundreds will die each year trying to avoid the TSA’s abusive airport screening. 

Dr. Gentry’s research is of sufficient importance that I have attached her findings as 

Exhibit A, and incorporate her findings by reference as if they were stated here in full. 

 

C. NUDE BODY SCANNERS SHOULD NOT BE IMPLEMENTED 

BECAUSE THEY CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT ,  PSYCHOLOGICAL 

EPISODES ,  AND OTHER NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON PASSENGERS  
 As a civil rights advocate who focuses on TSA abuse, I frequently receive 

communications from those who have been abused by the TSA, to the tune of hundreds of e-

mails, phone calls, blog comments, and in-person communications describing the psychological 
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trauma incurred resultant from “by the book” TSA screening using nude body scanners and 

enhanced pat-downs. 

 There are sufficient stories in the media such that it would not be productive to 

broadcast the stories relayed to me personally in a public forum.  Last year, the story of perhaps 

the first traveler to require hospitalization after a TSA screening came out.  A sexual assault 

survivor was subjected to an invasive (the “standard”) pat-down, and required an overnight 

hospital stay for psychiatric treatment as a direct result13.  The TSA screener insisted on 

spending significant time touching her breasts. 

 Other stories include incidences of pat-downs that resulted in digital penetration of the 

vagina of the traveler.  Traveler Amy Alkon published that a screener “stuck the side of her 

gloved hand INTO my vagina, through my pants. Between my labia14.”  Ms. Alkon’s description 

meets the FBI’s newly revised definition of “rape15.” 

 It must be reiterated that the psychological damage done by these screening methods is 

not in any way “rare” or “slight.”  The TSA is creating an extreme emotional burden on many 

which must be considered as a “cost” when analyzing this program. 

 
D. NUDE BODY SCANNERS SHOULD NOT BE IMPLEMENTED 

BECAUSE THE TSA  HAS NOT OFFERED REASONABLE 

ALTERNATIVE SCREENING OPTIONS  
 The TSA makes much ado about the nude body scanners being “optional,” to the point 

where it seems that the TSA is implying that the legality of its nude body scanner program is 

dependent on there being an alternative screening option.  However, the alternative screening 

made available by the TSA consists of an “enhanced pat-down16.”  An enhanced pat-down, 

among other things, necessarily requires the TSA screener to touch the breasts, buttocks, and 

genitals of the passenger being searched17. 

                                                      
13

 http://rt.com/usa/tsa-rape-room-wife-179/ 
14

 http://www.advicegoddess.com/archives/2011/04/26/make_it_tough_t.html 
15

 http://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/attorney-general-eric-holder-announces-revisions-to-the-
uniform-crime-reports-definition-of-rape 
16

 Shortly after implementing the “enhanced pat-down,” the TSA began referring to this procedure as its “standard 
pat-down.”  Regardless of the name of the day, the procedure presently is as described above. 
17

 The TSA admits the breast and buttocks search, but frequently denies that genital touching is required.  
However, its instructions to the screeners are to traverse the inside of the leg in an upwards direction until the 
screener “meets resistance.”  A basic anatomy lesson will reveal that the part of the human body that will cause 
this “resistance” is the genital area.  Especially for the half of the population with external genitals that are located 
between the legs, it is impossible to conduct this search “by-the-book” without making genital contact. 
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 To many travelers, this “alternative” is even more intrusive than the nude body 

scanners.  The choice being offered by the TSA is, essentially, let us look at your genitals or let 

us touch your genitals.  Neither of these “options” allows a traveler to preserve his or her 

modesty or dignity. 

A viable alternative that would be significantly less offensive would be a metal detector 

search followed by an explosive trace detection search.  As described above in section II-B, 

these technologies are inexpensive yet extraordinarily difficult for a would-be terrorist to beat. 

 

E. THE REGULATION AS WRITTEN SHOULD NOT BE ADOPTED 

BECAUSE THE REGULATION IS VAGUE AND OVERBROAD  
 The proposed regulation reads as follows: “The screening and inspection described … 

may include the use of advanced imaging technology. For purposes of this section, advanced 

imaging technology is defined as screening technology used to detect concealed anomalies 

without requiring physical contact with the individual being screened.” 78 FR 18302.  

Immediately one may notice that this regulation does not even mention the imaging devices 

being discussed in the entirety of the notice.  The TSA could implement anything from 

spectrophotometers to bomb-sniffing dogs to psychics. 

 As the regulation is so broad as to not give a reader a reasonable indication of what the 

regulation calls for, it is unconstitutionally vague.  It further renders the entirety of the 

arguments in the TSA’s notice meaningless: its assurances of privacy considerations, radiation 

safety, screening alternatives, and cost/benefit are in no way assured by the wording of the 

proposed regulation.  This regulation seeks to give the TSA authority beyond the nude body 

scanner: if the TSA intended to use this regulation only to implement nude body scanners, it 

would have said so plainly. 

 

F. THE REGULATION SHOULD NOT BE ADOPTED BECAUSE THE 

TSA  HAS PROVEN ITSELF UNABLE TO BE TRUSTED WITH 

TECHNOLOGY THAT HAS GREAT POTENTIAL FOR ABUSE  
 The TSA frequently makes headlines for its abuse of passengers.  Some of that abuse is 

due to “following the rules” (e.g., when a TSA screener touches the genitals of a traveler during 

a pat-down, they are acting in accordance with TSA policy), and some of that abuse is due to 

failure to follow the rules or screeners deciding on their own to intimidate, retaliate, or harass 

passengers.   
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The TSA asks us to trust them with imaging devices that are capable of creating 

psychological injuries (beyond that which is intrinsic to the fact that the TSA demands to inspect 

the genitals of travelers, no matter how sensitively they accomplish that goal).  However, the 

TSA’s record of abuse indicates that they have not earned that trust.  A few examples follow: 

1. BULLYING INTO SUBMISSION  
To some extent, the TSA relies on the consent of travelers in order to continue to 

conduct its searches.  That is, the TSA cannot go into random homes and conduct a search, but 

rather, they depend on a traveler to present him or herself at a checkpoint18. 

However, beyond the obvious possibility that refusing to cooperate with screening will 

result in being denied access to one’s flight, the TSA threatens, extorts, and sometimes uses 

force to “persuade” travelers to relinquish their rights.  On three separate occasions in 2011, I 

was asked to consent to a TSA screener touching my genitals through clothing as part of their 

enhanced pat-down search.  On two of these occasions, local law enforcement was summoned 

to add “muscle” to the TSA’s demand that I comply with their intrusive search.  On one of these 

occasions, I was threatened with forcible search, arrest, and fines.  On all three of these 

occasions, I was ejected from the checkpoint and was unable to board my flight. 

My experience was hardly unique.  In November 2010, passenger John Tyner coined the 

phrase, “Don’t touch my junk!” when asked to submit to a genital search, after which he was 

threatened with fines and ejected from the checkpoint19.  In July 2011, Andrea Abbott refused 

to allow her daughter to be groped by TSA screeners; law enforcement was summoned and she 

was arrested for daring to raise her voice in defense of her daughter20. 

For every instance of TSA bullying that makes the news there are many, many more 

such encounters, and many of these have been communicated to me personally.  But, perhaps 

more troubling is the number of people who are too afraid to stand up to the TSA and simply 

accept the sexual assault put forth by the TSA to avoid confrontation, especially in light of the 

known bullying tendencies of the TSA. 

 

2. ABUSE SPECIFIC TO CHILDREN ,  THE ELDERLY ,  AND WOMEN  

                                                      
18

 This “consent” is not particularly voluntary because it is extorted by threatening to deny a traveler the right to 
travel.  Travelers must either “consent” or lose their jobs, forfeit opportunities to see family, etc. 
19

 http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2010/nov/14/tsa-ejects-oceanside-man-airport-refusing-security/ 
20

 http://www.tennessean.com/article/20110713/NEWS01/307130115/Police-charge-mother-Nashville-airport-
altercation 
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While the TSA abuses all passengers, certain passengers are more likely to experience 

discrimination by the TSA.  Children, the elderly, and women are three groups that are 

particularly affected by TSA abuse. 

Children are affected by the enhanced pat-down procedure beyond the effects that 

would be felt by an adult.  Because children are constantly learning and do not understand 

rationales for aviation security procedures, the effect of being subjected to a government 

employee touching their genitals is conditioning to accept sexual abuse21.  The outrage of 

parents and medical professionals has led to the TSA allegedly adopting less-rigorous pat-

downs for children.  However, in practice, this alleged policy update is not uniformly observed. 

Children are further affected by the forced separation of parents and children.  From the 

perspective of a parent, the TSA treats children exactly as if they were a suitcase: no contact 

may be made between parent and child until the screening of both parties is complete.  On 

many occasions, the TSA has demanded significant physical distance between parent and child, 

resulting in distress for both parties. 

The TSA also routinely violates the elderly.  Around the turn of the year, the TSA was the 

subject of a scandal by three female seniors who were strip searched (literally, not virtually) by 

TSA employees “in the back room22.”  The TSA admitted wrong-doing in the encounter, and this 

was just one high-profile example of the abuse of those who deserve to be protected. 

Finally, women in particular have been the target of TSA abuse.  TSA screeners have 

been reported by hundreds of women to have targeted them for nude body scanners because 

of physical appearance, or pat-downs because they were wearing a skirt23.  TSA screeners have 

been reported to make comments about the appearance of women as they undergo physical 

searches, and have even made up code words to alert other screeners to the attractiveness of 

female travelers.  TSA screeners have stood by and gawked as females are physically searched.  

And TSA screeners have discriminated against mothers bringing breast milk through security 

checkpoints24.  These represent some of the many abuses that women flyers encounter on a 

daily basis. 

It should be noted that some women face particular trauma when encountering TSA 

procedures.  Rape survivors commonly have Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, which may be 

                                                      
21

 http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2010/12/01/airport-patdowns-grooming-children-sex-predators-abuse-expert/ 
22

 http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/lenore-zimmerman-85-hurt-strip-search-tsa-agents-jfk-airport-
article-1.986198 
23

 http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2010/11/19/woman-calims-tsa-agent-reached-up-skirt-and-violently-frisked-
her/ 
24

 http://www.nowpublic.com/world/tsa-outrage-phoenix-airport-tsa-breast-milk-harassment-video-2731512.html 
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triggered by the government-sponsored checkpoint groping.  In at least one instance, a rape 

survivor’s PTSD triggered by TSA abuse landed her in the hospital25.   

3. ABUSE SPECIFIC TO THE DISABLED  
Another group that encounters specialized TSA abuse is the disabled.  Unlike virtually 

any other agency or business, the TSA does not comply with ADA-mandated rules requiring the 

provision of reasonable accommodations.  Instead, disabled travelers frequently wind up 

embarrassed, injured, or finding alternate travel arrangements to avoid the TSA altogether. 

Particularly egregious reports of TSA abuse of the disabled include breaking a man’s 

urostomy bag (repeatedly), forcing travelers with prosthetic legs to remove their prosthesis and 

hop through metal detectors, demanding explanations for medications, strip searches, and 

general lack of respect for the special needs of these people26. 

4. ABUSES ALREADY REPORTED WITH NUDE BODY SCANNERS &  PAT 

DOWNS  

The Internet and the news are full of stories of TSA screeners targeting women whom 

the screeners find attractive for additional screening (“Heads up, got a cutie27!”), male 

screeners gawking at female screeners screening female passengers as if their job were the 

viewing of Sapphic erotica28, and generating lists of code words to communicate to each other 

when a passenger should receive additional screening purely for the entertainment of the 

screener29.  Some of those codewords are: 

 “Code Red” – An attractive female passenger wearing red 

 “Fanny Pack, Lane 2” – An attractive female passenger in Lane 2 

 “Yellow Alert” – An attractive female passenger in yellow 

 “Engage” – Flirt with an attractive female passenger 

You may have noticed a trend. 

 
5. THEFT  

The TSA is certainly aware of the rampant theft from passengers that occurs on a daily 

basis at checkpoints; I therefore think providing a list of thievery incidents would unnecessarily 

belabor my point.  I shall instead make mention that when a TSA screener is busy stealing from 

                                                      
25

 http://rt.com/usa/tsa-rape-room-wife-179/ 
26

 http://www.examiner.com/article/tsa-agent-nearly-bursts-cancer-patient-s-urostomy-bag-again 
27

 http://www.outsidethebeltway.com/tsa-agent-at-body-scanner-heads-up-got-a-cutie-for-ya/ 
28

 http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2012/02/female-body-scans/ 
29

 https://takingsenseaway.wordpress.com/the-insiders-tsa-dictionary/ 
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a passenger, they are not busy making sure our skies are safe.  A magnetometer makes an 

audible alarm that is virtually impossible to ignore, even if one is daydreaming about what 

music to load onto the iPod they just stole.  Nude body scanners require careful analysis and 

monitoring, however, and a distracted screener will not be effective at this task. 

 

6. OFF-DUTY CRIMINALITY:  STATISTICS ,  CAUSE ,  &  EFFECT  

An independent blogger unrelated to this commenter has maintained a list of news 

articles mentioning the arrest of TSA screeners for serious crimes.  His list, which is necessarily 

incomplete since it is compiled by a single person reading through the news, is now 15 pages 

long, involves over 100 screeners, and includes murder, rape, and over a dozen child sex crimes.  

I have attached this list as Exhibit B. 

This quantity is far too vast to simply dismiss by saying “every organization will have a 

few bad apples.”  The TSA, thus far, has been unable to weed out criminals from its 

organization.  I have several hypotheses as to cause: 

1. The TSA’s recruitment efforts do not target the best and the brightest.  For example, 

the TSA advertises its job openings on pizza boxes30. 

2. The TSA does not conduct sufficient background checks, and does not have stringent 

enough criteria for those who are offered jobs.  For example, the TSA presently 

employs a former priest who was booted from the Catholic Church for molesting 

children31. 

3. “Decent people” do not want a job where they are forced to sexually assault their 

fellow citizens for a living.   

The effect of the constant barrage of criminality is that the public loses trust in the TSA.  

While having a doctor x-ray my body is not particularly offensive to me, having a pizza-box child 

molester do the same is significantly more offensive.  Hypothesis #3 is particularly relevant to 

this rulemaking.  If removing the objectionable components of the TSA’s screening regimen 

would result in the TSA being able to attract better screeners, security would be improved.  

 

 

                                                      
30

 http://voices.washingtonpost.com/federal-eye/2010/07/tsa_using_pizza_boxes_to_recru.html 
31

http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-504083_162-57441730-504083/priest-defrocked-for-child-sex-abuse-now-
works-for-tsa-report-says/ 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

 The TSA should adopt “Regulatory alternative 3” (traditional magnetometers paired 

with explosive trace detection) as its screening method.  This method is almost entirely non-

intrusive to the traveler, is more effective at detecting both metallic and non-metallic threats, 

and costs considerably less to implement. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 It is truly a shame that over 2.5 years after the TSA implemented the nude body 

scanners as primary screening, and after 2.5 years of vehement public outrage, the TSA has not 

abandoned its quest to fill our airports with intrusive, expensive, and ineffective technology 

when reasonable alternatives exist.  Although I, and likely everyone submitting a comment to 

this notice, expect the TSA to ignore our feedback (beyond the statutorily required “lip 

service”), it is not too late to set aside its ego, reverse course, and begin the TSA’s journey from 

most despised federal agency by the public (a title formerly held by the IRS and perhaps 

presently competed for by the NSA) to an agency that is respected for its wisdom and ability to 

listen to the people whilst still securing the skies.  You may be surprised to learn that I have 

faith that the TSA can do it – but like many Americans, I have limited remaining faith that you 

will do it.  Please restore my faith. 

 

As respectfully as can be mustered, 

 

 

______________________________ 

Jonathan Corbett 

382 N.E. 191st St., #86952 

Miami, FL 33179 

E-mail: jon@professional-troublemaker.com 
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  Operations research is the discipline of applying 
advanced analytical techniques to help make better 
decisions. 

  Our role as operations researchers is to allocate 
resources to maximize the desired outcomes, to 
quantitatively analyze responses to risk, to calculate 
responses to strategic behavior, to capture all the 
intendend and unintended consequences of various 
courses of action. 



Bayes Rule and the Base Rate Fallacy 
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  TSA’s behavior detection program flags individuals 
for more in-depth questioning and screening 
  In the airports where it is used, fifty thousand travelers have 

been flagged.  Zero of these were terrorists. 
  Sixteen known terrorists passed through behavior detection 

airports on at least 24 occasions.  Zero of the terrorist travelers 
were flagged. 

  But what if, instead, we had a spectacularly effective 
test? Let’s assume our test always flags terrorists 
and, further, gives a false positive on one in ten 
thousand (0.00001) innocent travelers. 



Bayes Rule and the Base Rate Fallacy 
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  The base rate fallacy results from failure to account 
for the incidence of the condition being tested for.  
  Probability passenger is terrorist:  21 out of 10 billion, or 

0.000000000002  
  Bayes rule: Pterrorist flag =P%lag terrorist ∗P(terrorist)/P(%lag)  
  Pterrorist (lag =   1  ∙0.000000000002/0.000010000002  = 

0.0000002 
 

  So, with a nearly perfect test, only one out of every  five million 
flagged “high risk” travelers is a terrorist.   

  False positives are not free – they undermine security 



VIPR operations suffer a worse fate 
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  In the VIPR program, TSA partners with local law 
enforcement and/or transit agencies to search bags, 
question transit passengers, or stop truck drivers 
where there is no specific threat. 

  Thus, VIPR operations affect perhaps a few hundred 
thousand out of untold trillions of commutes every 
year in the U.S., without even targeting these actions 
toward threats. 

  This is like saying, “if we throw a bunch of anvils in 
the air, will they come down and hit terrorists?” 



How to solve the base rate fallacy 
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  Apply counter-terrorism measures to high-risk 
populations, which means use police forces and 
intelligence techniques to target plots at early stages. 

  All successes of counter-terrorism are of this type: 
liquids plot in Britain, the recently recovered 
underwear bomb, Times square bomber, et cetera. 

  Analagously, test people for HIV if their behaviors 
indicate some reasonable likelihood they have been 
exposed. 



National Research Council, Review of DHS’ 
Approach to Risk Analysis 
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  With the exception of risk analysis for natural 
disaster preparedness, the committee did not find 
any DHS risk analysis capabilities and methods that 
are yet adequate for supporting DHS decision 
making.  Moreover, it is not yet clear that DHS is on 
a trajectory for development of methods and 
capability that is sufficient to ensure reliable risk 
analyses other than for natural disasters. (2_3, 80) 

  Little effective attention was paid to the features of 
the risk problem that are fundamental. (11)  



National Research Council, Review of DHS’ 
Approach to Risk Analysis 
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  Assessment of individual components of risk and 
their integration into a measure of risk is seriously 
deficient and is in need of major revision. (11) 

  Until these deficiencies are improved, only low 
confidence should be placed in most of the risk 
analyses conducted by DHS. (11, 98) 

  Most DHS risk models and analyses are quite 
complex and poorly documented, and thus are not 
transparent.  Moreover, some of these models imply 
false precision. (7)   



National Research Council, Review of DHS’ 
Approach to Risk Analysis 
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  With one exception, the committee was not told 
about or shown any document explaining the 
mathematics of the risk modeling or any write-up 
[explaining] how risk analyses are conducted. (42) 

  It appears that the choice of weightings in these risk 
assessments, and the parameters in the consequence 
formulas, are chosen in an ad hoc fashion. (72)  

  DHS has a very thin base of expertise in risk analysis 
– many staff members are learning on the job. (90) 



National Research Council, Review of DHS’ 
Approach to Risk Analysis 
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  It is very difficult to know precisely how DHS risk 
analyses are being done and whether their results are 
reliable and useful. (11) 

  DHS has frequently chosen to weight heavily its 
consequence analyses, where magnitudes of effects can 
be estimated, and to reduce the weight attached to 
threats, where the uncertainties are large.  This is not an 
acceptable way of dealing with uncertainty. (97) 

  There are people at DHS who are aware of these 
limitations, but the committee did not hear of efforts to 
remedy them. (65) 



Probability neglect is rampant at DHS 
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  Emphasizing worst-case scenarios, assuming they are 
certain rather than assessing their likelihood 

  Adding, rather than multiplying probabilities 
  DHS devised a rating scale where probabilities are added to losses.  

Losses on 80-point scale + likelihood of attack on 20-point scale.   
  This procedure violates all accepted risk assessment principles. Risk 

is attack probability multiplied by losses: de Moivre (1711). 

  Inflating the definition of critical infrastructure 
  DHS OIG: criticality is not immediately apparent in groundhog zoo, 

Mule Day Parade, a flea market, mini golf courses, Weeki Watchi. 

  Inflating terrorist capacities 



Mueller and Stewart: Risk never quantified 
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  Researchers found one reference to a numerical 
estimate of risk reduction after an extensive search 
of the agency’s reports and documents.   

  Moreover, they found no reference whatever to the 
likelihood of a terrorist attack beyond rather vague 
references such as “high”, “imminent”, “dynamic”, 
“persistent”, and “emerging”.   

  What is needed are numbers, not adjectives – 
particularly ones that, without explanation, cluster at 
the dire end of the threat spectrum.  



Direst predictions have been overblown  
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  Tom Ridge, 2003: “extremists abroad are anticipating 
near-term attacks that they believe will either rival, or 
exceed” those of 2001. 

  John Ashcroft, 2004: “credible intelligence from multiple 
sources indicates that al Qaeda plans to attempt an 
attack on the U.S. in the next few months” and 
arrangements are 90% complete. 

  Flynn, 2004, declared al-Qaeda had the ability and intent 
to detonate a weapon of mass destruction, killing 
hundreds of thousands, collapsing our economy, and 
delivering a “fatal blow to our way of life.” 



Direst predictions have been overblown  
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  Robert Mueller, 2003: al Qaeda has “developed a 
support infrastructure” in U.S., and has both “the 
ability” and “intent” to inflict “significant casualties 
in the U.S. with little warning.”  Estimates there are 
5000 al Qaeda operatives in U.S., active in most 
sizable cities with Muslim communities. 

  Robert Mueller, 2005, responding to the fact that 
FBI had not unearthed a single al Qaeda cell in the 
U.S., said, “I remain very concerned about what we 
are not seeing.” 



Risk estimates “chosen in an ad hoc fashion” 
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  Tenet, 2007: His “operational intuition” was telling 
him al Qaeda “infiltrated a second wave or a third 
wave into the United States at the time of 9/11.  Can I 
prove it to you?  No.” 

  Michael Chertoff, 2007, said his gut was telling him 
there would be an attack that summer. 

  Richard Clarke, 2005, issued a scenario involving 
shootings at casinos, campgrounds,  theme parks, 
and malls in 2005, bombings of subways and 
railroads in 2006, and missile attacks on airliners in 
2007.   



Distorted priorities 
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  Fmr. Homeland Security Secretary Chertoff: “I’ve 
never heard anyone say that the Department is 
overfunded.  Well, actually, some people do say that, 
but no one in the Department has ever said that.” 
  Brookings Institution, 2006, televised by CSPAN 

  In fact, by 2008, U.S. was spending more on 
counterterrorism (excluding military) than on 
combating all other forms of crime and fraud.    
  DC Metro, for example 

  One trillion dollars later, DHS refuses to quantify 
how much safer these expenditures have made us 



Homeland Security: Risks and Costs 
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  Terror, Security, and Money by Mueller and Stewart 
  How can we justify even talking about money when 

there are human lives at stake?  
  Every safety action has alternatives. Could the same dollars 

have saved even more lives?  Seatbelts: $40,000 per life saved, 
bike helmets cost $120,000 per life saved, smoke alarms cost 
$2 million per life saved  

  DHS > $550 million per life saved, assuming effective. 

  It is profoundly irresponsible, even immoral, to 
spend public safety funds without questioning 
whether they are being directed to the most 
beneficial uses. 



Security measures with no benefit 
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  Security measures should have positive net benefit 
  All these numbers are uncertain, except Csecurity 

  Estimate Closs and ΔR, giving benefit of the doubt to 
proponents of TSA security procedures 

  Calculate how high the probability of attack would have 
to be for airport screening to be beneficial (break-even) 



Example: New Orleans levee improvements 
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  pbreach = 0.5 
 Cbreach  = $60 billion 
 ΔR = 0.95 
 Csecurity(levees)  = $27 billion 
  Net Benefit = $1.5 billion = 0.5×$60 b ×0.95 - $27 b  



Cost-effectiveness of body scanners 
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  For Advanced Imaging Technology (body scanners) 
to be cost effective with 90% likelihood, assuming 
body scanners are 5 times more effective than any 
other airport screening measure, the probability of 
an attack downing four major aircraft must be in the 
range of 160% to 330% per year.  

  Body scanners are cost-effective if we think 9/11-
sized attacks are likely to happen about 2 or 3 times 
every year. 



Cost-effectiveness of other air security measures 
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  Hardening cockpit doors is cost-effective if the 
probability of an attack involving $200 billion worth 
of damage is 0.0012, that is, if we expect a 9/11-sized 
attack at least once in every 800 years 

  The federal air marshal service is cost-effective if the 
probability of a successful attack causing $200 
billion in damage is 35% per year, that is, if we 
expect 9/11-sized attacks about once every 3 years. 



Cost-effectiveness of U.S. counterterrorism 
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  Assuming the combination of all counterterrorism 
programs have reduced risk by 95% , these programs 
are cost-effective if we expect an average of one or 
two 9/11-type attacks every year, or 33 major subway 
bombings per year, or  1,667 Times Square bombings 
every year. 



Game theory: where is the weakest link? 
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  A hypothetical enemy is free to choose the attack 
with highest likelihood of success, so the best 
investments strengthen the weakest defenses 
  Carry items through a body scanner as a passenger 
  Carry items through a metal detector as a passenger 
  Bribe TSA screeners to bypass screening 
  Get a job as a tarmac worker or airport retail worker 
  Bribe a tarmac worker or airport retail worker 
  Breach airport fence 
  Attack aircraft with shoulder-fired missile from nearby 
  Attack malls, schools, unsecured areas of airports 



No good deed goes unpunished 
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  Misguided and overly intrusive security measures are not 
merely wasteful.  Intrusive and bothersome security kills. 

  For every million travelers who drive instead of fly to 
their destinations, 15 will be killed in car accidents. 

  In 2006, about 6% of would-be airline passengers were 
diverted by the inconvenience of screening, resulting in 
an estimated 516 unnecessary deaths on the road. 

  In 2011, those numbers are likely higher because 
screening has become more intrusive and more 
controversial  
  With 700 million airline passengers per year, if even 1% of people 

who would prefer to fly choose to drive, 105 deaths will result. 



Short-haul flying down; trip length up 
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The FAA understands this.  Why not TSA? 
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  The FAA faced a very similar dilemma in rulemaking 
for lap children under 2.  Children under 2 are safer 
belted in their own child seats on airplanes, but 
forcing parents to buy an extra airplane ticket would 
be costly enough to divert many families to the road. 

  It was estimated that eliminating the lap child policy 
would cause nine child fatalities from road accidents 
for every one child fatality prevented in air accidents. 

  The FAA took a rational approach to safety.  In 
contrast, the TSA has refused to quantify how many 
would-be flyers are diverted to roads by its policies. 



Air travel is incredibly safe! 
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Airplane deaths are overwhelmingly accidental 
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Airplane deaths are overwhelmingly accidental 
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Annual Fatality Risks: acceptable risks? 
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All accidents 1 in 2,500 
Homicide 1 in 22,000 
Food poisoning 1 in 100,000 
Drowning in bathtub 1 in 950,000 
Home appliances 1 in 1,500,000 
Deer accidents 1 in 2,000,000 
Terrorism (U.S.) 1 in 3,500,000 
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Orlando TSA officer, Keith McKnight, arrested, accused of stealing tourist’s computer
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TSA screener charged with assault, harassment
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TSA baggage inspector arrested again; charged with stealing $150

http://www.wsoctv.com/news/news/local/tsa-screener-arrested-again-charged-stealing-150/nTsYp/

TSA agent Reggie Edwards at North Carolina airport nabbed for stealing money from traveler’s 

suitcase
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TSA screener Sean J. Henry of Brooklyn busted for stealing iPads, laptops from luggage

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/queens/tsa_screener_busted_for_stealing_A2Xba4uYzmqRq

eXBR7CnjN

TSA employee sentenced for possessing child porn

http://washington.cbslocal.com/2012/11/19/tsa-employee-sentenced-for-possessing-child-porn/

ABC News Tracks Missing iPad To Florida Home of TSA Officer

http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/abc-news-tracks-missing-ipad-florida-home-tsa/story?

id=17331937#.UMFYVNf5UtU

Passenger says TSA stole cash at Fairbanks airport

http://tsanewsblog.com/7226/news/more-theft-passenger-says-tsa-stole-cash-at-fairbanks-airport/

TSA Agent Paul Magnuson arrested for rape

http://www.19actionnews.com/story/19967377/this-just-in-tsa-agent-charged-with-rape

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2226585/TSA-agent-arrested-rape-young-boy-mentoring-
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The Top 20 Airports for TSA Theft

http://abcnews.go.com/m/story?id=17537887

NBC San Diego : Local TSA Director Retires Amid Misconduct Rumors

http://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/San-Diego-TSA-Director-Retires-Amid-Rumors-of-Misconduct-

175025981.html

2nd former TSA officer pleads guilty in drug case

http://wap.ajc.com/site.htm?targetUrl=http://www.ajc.com/news/news/local/2nd-former-tsa-officer-

pleads-guilty-in-drug-case/nSftt

Clyde Reese, TSA agent, arrested for stealing money from traveler’s wallet
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TSA agent, John W. Irwin, admits to theft from Norfolk passenger
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US Airline Passengers Claim TSA Ignoring Their Theft Reports

http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/us-airline-passengers-claim-tsa-ignoring-theft-reports/story?

id=17351373#.UGYjxlHF1WQ

ABC News Tracks Missing iPad To Florida Home of TSA Officer Andy Ramirez

http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/abc-news-tracks-missing-ipad-florida-home-tsa/story?

id=17331937#.UGTlOFHF1WQ

Convicted TSA Officer Pythias Brown Reveals Secrets of Thefts at Airports 

http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/convicted-tsa-officer-reveals-secrets-thefts-airports/story?

id=17339513

TSA screener Andrew Smeal arrested for child pornography.

http://www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/TSA-Screener-Busted-for-Child-Pornography-Authorities-

169702186.html

http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2012/09/13/TSA-agent-charged-with-kiddie-porn/UPI-
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Hundreds of DHS Employees Arrested Last Year

http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2012/08/employees

http://www.oig.dhs.gov/assets/Mgmt/2012/OIG_12-108_Aug12.pdf

New TSA ‘theft’ leaves teen’s bag $100 lighter

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/queens/new_tsa_theft_leaves_teen_bag_lighter_TmxpBlvMtj

YwrMzs3H7lNN

Air marshal expected in court this week, charged with assault outside bar

http://www.mlive.com/news/grand-rapids/index.ssf/2012/08/air_marshal_expected_in_court.html
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TSA officer arrested for disorderly conduct

http://www.miamiherald.com/2012/07/30/2920627/tsa-officer-from-miami-charged.html

TSA officer charged with terrorizing, domestic violence

http://tsanewsblog.com/4288/news/tsa-screener-charged-with-domestic-assault-terrorizing/#more-

4288

TSA screener charged with grand larceny

http://hamptonroads.com/2012/07/extsa-screener-charged-grand-larceny

Suspended TSA instructor gets probation

http://www.philly.com/philly/news/pennsylvania/20120608_Suspended_TSA_instructor_gets_prob

ation.html

Disgraced Catholic priest who was defrocked after ‘sexually abusing two young girls’ now works 

as a TSA airport screener (Thomas  Harkins)

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2150913/Catholic-priest-Thomas-Harkin-works-TSA-

defrocked-sexually-abusing-young-girls.html

A new low: TSA steals from Army officer on leave

http://litbrit.blogspot.com/2012/05/new-low-tsa-steals-from-army-officer-on.html?m=1
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Another former Westchester TSA officer guilty on federal extortion and bribery charges | 

Government Security News

http://www.gsnmagazine.com/node/26245?c=airport_aviation_security

Four TSA screeners allegedly let drug-filled luggage through LAX for cash – latimes.com

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/04/tsa-screeners-drug-arrest.html

http://www.cnn.com/2012/04/25/travel/california-screeners-arrested/

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/04/25/tsa-screeners-charged-in-los-angeles-drug-trafficking-

probe/

95-year-old Air Force vet loses $300 during TSA pat-down

http://www.wxyz.com/dpp/news/region/oakland_county/95-year-old-retired-air-force-major-loses-

300-during-upsetting-encounter-with-tsa-agents

TSA agent among 55 caught in kid porn net

http://www.bostonherald.com/news/regional/view.bg?articleid=1061123719&srvc=rss

TSA Agent Throws Coffee at Pilot

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/scalding_reply_at_jfk_1MPVUvXcIMbxUzbYoH5HGP

Ex-Boston TSA screener sentenced for child porn

http://www.myfoxboston.com/dpp/news/local/ex-boston-tsa-screener-sentenced-for-child-porn-

20120329

Federal charges in Hawaii-California meth ring – My News 4 – KRNV, Reno, NV

http://www.times-standard.com/statenews/ci_20282927/federal-charges-hawaii-california-meth-

ring

TSA employees charged with trashing South Beach hotel room, shooting gun – Miami Beach –

Miami Herald

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/03/28/tsa-agents-piccolella-puccio-drunken-shoot-gun-hotel-

trashed-rom_n_1386129.html

TSA Manager Arrested for Running Prostitution Ring

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/03/29/dulles-airport-tsa-manager-accused-running-prostitution-

ring/
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The Stunning John F. Kennedy International Airport Baggage Scandal; 200 Thefts Per Day « CBS 

New York

http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2012/03/26/exclusive-the-stunning-jfk-airport-baggage-scandal-200-

thefts-per-day/

TSA agent arrested for cooking meth 

http://www.wkrn.com/story/17215103/tsa-agent-arrested-for-involvement-in-meth-operation

http://www.columbiadailyherald.com/sections/news/local/two-charged-meth-cooking.html

TSA agent from Baltimore County indicted on federal porn charges

http://www.abc2news.com/dpp/news/crime_checker/baltimore_county_crime/former-tsa-agent-

from-baltimore-county-indicted-on-federal-porn-charges

An airport security screener claims false Navy Cross

http://www.defensemedianetwork.com/stories/stolen-valor-issue-is-agonizing-for-everyone/

TSA Workers Caught Using drugs on Tape

http://hometestingblog.testcountry.com/?p=6112

TSA trainer at PHL admits taking bribe

http://www.philly.com/philly/news/20120228_TSA_supervisor_admits_taking_bribe_at_PHL.html

Philly Airport TSA Instructor Charged With Bribery

http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/philly-airport-tsa-instructor-charged-bribery-15697502#.Tz2Q

-dXEH1U

TSA Tampa Florida Airport, Tampa, Florida Complaints & Reviews – stolen money

http://www.complaintsboard.com/complaints/tsa-tampa-florida-airport-tampa-florida-

c588223.html#c1168487

TSA Head: After Air Marshal Allegations ‘People Were Fired’

http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/tsa-head-air-marshal-allegations-people-fired/story?

id=15540225#.TzNHVOw3h_w

Air Marshals Gone Wild! Tales Of Sexism, Suicide and Bigotry
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http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/air-marshals-wild-tales-sexism-suicide-bigotry/story?

id=15532865&page=2

TSA agent at JFK stole $5K from passenger 

http://online.wsj.com/article/AP9e3edbb58b4148f1bcf4de10d01479c1.html

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/nationnow/2012/02/tsa-arrest-stealing.html

TSA agent arrested at D/FW Airport for stealing iPads 

http://www.wfaa.com/news/local/TSA-agent-arrested-at-DFW-Airport-for-stealing-iPads-

138455504.html

Miami TSA officer and his wife charged with stealing from passengers’ luggage

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2012/01/21/miami-tsa-officer-and-his-wife-charged-with-stealing-from-

passengers-luggage/

TSA Air Marshal Arrested for Stealing Boston Occupier’s iPhone on the Eve of Eviction

http://m.wired.com/threatlevel/2012/01/air-marshal-arrested-occupy/

TSA agent busted in laptop ‘lift’ – 411 NY

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/queens/tsa_agent_busted_in_laptop_lift_AfCLbveTbNHslpbB

LiYRQP?CMP=OTC-rss&FEEDNAME=

TSA officers jailed for stealing $40,000 in cash from a passenger’s bag

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2085033/JFK-TSA-officers-Coumar-Persad-Davon-Web-

stole-40k-cash-passengers-bag.html?ito=feeds-newsxml

TSA official charged with DUI

http://www.dailycommercial.com/News/LakeCounty/010412TSA

Former NY TSA agent faces prison in drug case

http://online.wsj.com/article/AP899b377079854407851099f24b844fb4.html

TSA worker accused of sexual assault did jail time for stalking, harassment

http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2010/11/26/tsa-worker-accused-assault-jail-time-stalking-harassment/

TSA agent, ex-cop charged in online child-predator sting
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http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/local/crime/os-online-predator-arrests-

20111215,0,7419528.story

Ex-Logan TSA screener pleads guilty to child porn

http://www.myfoxboston.com/dpp/news/local/ex-logan-tsa-screener-pleads-guilty-to-child-

porn-20111213

Missing money serves as warning to passengers

http://www.abc-7.com/story/16202342/missing-money-serves-as-warning-to-fliers

TSA baggage screener pleads guilty to swiping wallet

http://www.click2houston.com/news/TSA-baggage-screener-pleads-guilty-to-swiping-

wallet/-/1735978/4900530/-/5lb607z/-/index.html

Fired from TSA, Mpls. man gets prison term for off-duty hate crime against Somali

http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2011/August/11-crt-1032.html

Former PHL TSA Agent Sentenced To 11 Years For Child Porn Charges

http://philadelphia.cbslocal.com/2011/11/22/former-phl-tsa-agent-sentenced-to-11-years-for-

child-porn-charges/

Harold Rodman, TSA worker, arrested for sexual assault

http://www.wjla.com/articles/2011/11/harold-rodman-tsa-worker-arrested-for-sexual-assault-

69420.html
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http://www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/TSA-Officer-Charged-in-Manassas-Sex-Assault-

134257998.html

TSA Whistleblowers: HNL Screeners Target Mexicans

http://www.kitv.com/r/29657196/detail.html

Evidence links TSA official to killing

http://www.sunherald.com/2011/11/02/3549455/evidence-links-tsa-official-to.html

Former OIA (MCO) TSA employee faces child porn charges

http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/local/crime/os-child-porn-arrest-oia-tsa-

20111101,0,7575799.story

Ex-TSA Agents Admit to Stealing Cash from JFK Bag

http://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Ex-TSA-Agents-Stealing-Cash-JFK-Bag-132744423.html

Ex-fire chief’s son bribed TSA agent to get pot on jet, FBI says

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2011/10/la-man-bribes-tsa-employee-to-get-marijuana-on-

plane.html

Md. TSA Agent Charged With Child Porn

http://www.wbaltv.com/news/29447697/detail.html

Police: TSA Employee Brings Gun To Airport

http://www.local10.com/news/29456656/detail.html
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Memphis TSA Agent Guilty Of Theft

http://drknow.newsvine.com/_news/2011/10/07/8206054-memphis-tsa-agent-guilty-of-theft-

wreg

TSA Agent Charged With Plotting to Secure Citizenship for ‘Husband’ Through Sham 

Marriage

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2011/09/28/tsa-agent-charged-in-sham-marriage-to-secure-

citizenship-plot/

TSA Agent Charged With Statutory Rape

http://www.wtvf.com/story/15510568/tsa-agent-charged-with-statutory-rape

Mississippi TSA official charged in fatal stabbing

http://www.wlbt.com/story/15503746/diberville-murder-suspect-identified

Three TSA officers arrested on drug charges in Conn., along with 2 others in Florida.

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/tsa_officers_arrested_on_drug_charges_hyGeqc8GW8r27TF

mGcMX6K?CMP=OTC-rss&FEEDNAME=

Skiving screeners in U.S. target foreign travelers

http://www.torontosun.com/2011/09/12/skiving-screeners-in-us-target-foreign-travellers

Even TSA employees are scamming – NYPOST.com

http://www.nypost.com/p/sports/more_sports/queue_bawl_AAjmpWRq8AIEhRMU98iopL

Questions for TSA over missing money at PHX 

http://www.azfamily.com/video/yahoo-video/Questions-For-TSA-Over-Missing-Money-

129351668.html

Former TSA employee faces child pornography charge

http://www.myfoxboston.com/dpp/news/local/former-tsa-employee-faces-child-pornography-

charge-20110902 Follow
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DA charges Spring Creek TSA Screener with Lewdness & Child Molestation

http://elkodaily.com/news/local/article_5d965fce-cff9-11e0-9d15-001cc4c002e0.html

TSA Agent Accused of Stealing Rick Case’s Pen Wants a Trial

http://blogs.browardpalmbeach.com/pulp/2011/09/tsa_agent_rick_case_pen_wants_trial.php

Memphis airport TSA worker arrested; says he forgot about handgun in bag

http://www.commercialappeal.com/news/2011/aug/26/memphis-airport-TSA/?partner=RSS

TSA Worker Pleads Guilty to Federal Charges

http://www.wkbw.com/news/crime/TSA-Worker-City-Of-Buffalo-Employee-Plead-Guilty-To-Federal

-Charges-128476358.html

Crime is soaring at Kennedy Airport

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/queens/crime_is_soaring_at_kennedy_airport_hjwAzWRlIc3Y

ihDYLwVxCK

TSA Agent Pleads Guilty in Assault on Elderly Somali Man

http://www.myfoxtwincities.com/dpp/news/metro/ex-tsa-agent-pleads-guilty-in-assault-on-elderly-

somali-man-aug-10-2011

State Going “Full Blast” With Theft Charges Against Former TSA Screener, Says Lawyer

http://blogs.browardpalmbeach.com/pulp/2011/08/toussain_puddie_tsa_rick_case_pen.php

New TSA ‘theft’ leaves teen’s bag $100 lighter & One Cell Phone Missing – Two TSOs Involved

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/queens/new_tsa_theft_leaves_teen_bag_lighter_TmxpBlvMtj

YwrMzs3H7lNN

TSA Agent Flashed Badge at Slow Driver: Cops

http://www.nbcconnecticut.com/news/local/TSA-Agent-Flashed-Badge-at-Slow-Driver-Cops-

126249273.html

LAX TSA officer indicted on theft charges 

http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2011/05/17/tsa-agent-accused-of-stealing-luggage-items-from-lax-

passenger/

FLL TSA agent charged in theft of $450 pen
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http://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/broward/fort-lauderdale/fl-tsa-pen-arrest-

20110722,0,3732118.story

Laura Ingraham: Airport workers stole my baptismal cross!

http://dailycaller.com/2011/07/18/laura-ingraham-airport-workers-stole-my-baptismal-cross/

TSA Agent Caught With Passenger’s iPad in His Pants; Allegedly Took $50,000 in Other Goods, 

Cops Say

http://blogs.browardpalmbeach.com/pulp/2011/07/tsa_agent_nelson_santiago_ipad_grand_theft.p

hp

Plea Deal In TSA Airport Screener Assault Case

http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/funny/plea-deal-tsa-screener-assault-390182

TSA officer Paul Yashou arrested on suspicion of taking $30,000 worth of items from suitcases at 

LAX

http://www.latimes.com/travel/deals/la-trb-tsa-luggage-thefts-20110624,0,1149811.story

TSA agent at Bush Intercontinental Airport has been arrested amid accusations of theft

http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/local&id=8195687

Ex-Federal Officer Smuggled Cash, Guns At Atlanta Airport

http://www.justice.gov/usao/gan/press/2011/03-17b-11.html

LAX Worst Airport in Nation for Stolen Luggage: TSA to Blame

http://blogs.laweekly.com/informer/2011/05/lax_worst_airport_in_nation_fo.php

Sneaky TSA jet stowaway

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/queens/sneaky_tsa_jet_stowaway_0miTelAaiJJXHmmpCg8w

JN

TSA Agent Arrested At MCO for loaded gun.

http://www.wesh.com/r/27945715/detail.html

TSA officer accused of theft from LAX traveler’s bag

http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2011/05/17/tsa-agent-accused-of-stealing-luggage-items-from-lax-

passenger/
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TSA screener steals your laptop, sells it on eBay

http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2009/03/extsa_worker_admits_stealing_f.html

TSO arrested for kidnapping and attempted rape in ATL.

http://lagrangenews.com/view/full_story/10413596/article-BREAKING-NEWS–TSA-employee-

accused-of-kidnap–assault

TSA Agent Rapes 14 Year Old Girl

http://www1.whdh.com/news/articles/local/boston/BO137343/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAZaYO2Zz1E

PHL TSA Screener Charged with Child Pornography

http://nation.foxnews.com/tsa/2011/04/23/tsa-screener-charged-child-pornography

TSA agent arrested for molestation (Orlando, FL) 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/01/31/charles-henry-bennett-tsa_n_443707.html

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfhJJdmRXkQ

The hostage taking by a ABQ TSO in NM that ended in a police shootout.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onRy5zeX3IA

The conviction of a PHL TSO for theft of laptop computers.

http://travel.usatoday.com/flights/2010-12-17-tsa-officer-laptop-thefts_N.htm

TSO fired after attack on traveler in parking lot at ORD

http://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/wxin-tsa-screener-fired-tsa-screener-fired-after-parking-

garage-incident-20110216,0,7636643.story

Two TSA screeners and Managers arrested for drug use while at work in LAX 

http://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local-beat/TSA-Security-Agent-Arrested-at-LAX-

80858482.html

HNL TSA worker arrested in theft of cash from travelers

http://www.staradvertiser.com/news/2…travelers.html
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The arrest of a MEM TSO for attempted theft of a laptop computer.

http://www.wreg.com/news/wreg-tsa-security-officer-arrested,0,4936320.story

The arrests of a JFK TSO and LTSO for the theft $160,000 from checked baggage.

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/bags_tsa_agents_busted_checked_jfk_FRka1bq83wcuV1xwk

EwUJK

The conviction of a EWR TSO for theft of $39,000 from passengers bags.

http://articles.nydailynews.com/2011-02-15/news/28619487_1_tsa-security-lane-carry-on-bags

TSA Agent Arrested at LAX

http://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local-beat/TSA-Security-Agent-Arrested-at-LAX-

80858482.html

The Buffalo TSO was arrested for drug trafficking.

http://www.buffalonews.com/city/police-courts/police-blotter/article355093.ece

The arrest of a EWR TSO for impersonating a CBP police agent.

http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2011/03/tsa_officer_charged_with_imper.html

RIC TSA Officer Bob Seashols Admits Plot to Post Porn on Christian Site

http://conservativebyte.com/2011/04/tsa-employee-christian-site-posts-explicit-pics/

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2704763/posts

TSA screener pleads guilty to theft in Las Vegas

http://www.ktnv.com/news/local/123631659.html

TSO Arrested for Rape in Londonderry NH

http://www.eagletribune.com/latestnews/x300769656/Former-TSA-employee-charged-with-sex-

assault

http://www.eagletribune.com/newhampshire/x1527125325/Police-Log

Former HNL TSA employee admits to theft

http://www.khon2.com/news/local/story/Former-TSA-employee-admits-to-theft/vxVlKThX-

EqAEw28oh9hxw.cspx
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More Charges against HNL TSO Keka

http://www.mauinews.com/page/content.detail/id/548798/State-In-Brief.html?nav=5031
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